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When you find an idea that
you just can't stop thinking

about, that's probably a
good one to pursue. 

                           J O S H  J A M E S

MakeSheHappen.com
Entrepreneur community & education: creating
skilled and resilient female founders set out to

change the World



WELCOME TO
MAKESHEHAPPEN

WHAT WOULD YOU

ATTEMPT TO DO IF

YOU KNEW YOU

COULD NOT FAIL?

ARE YOU READY TO 
TURN YOUR PASSION 
INTO A BUSINESS?
Welcome by Orsi Parkanyi

The mat ter  o f  fac t  i s . . .  

. . .whether you are  s tar t ing a tech company,  a  zoo ,  a  food blog or  an an imal

coaching prac t ice ,  the same pr inc iple s  apply :   one way or  ano ther ,  you need to

learn to  bui ld an extraordinary product  people  want ,  te s t  i t ,  tweak i t ,  market  i t

and f ind cus tomers  who buy i t  and come back for  more .  In my exper ience ,  succes s

takes  t ime ,  per s i s tence ,  a  lo t  o f  learn ing & hard work and o ther people ' s  help .  You

need to  Bel ieve in  Yourse l f  1 10% and keep go ing ,  and i t  helps  i f  you know what

you are  do ing .  I  am g i f t ing you thi s  gu ide to  help you Get  Star ted .  I  want  you to

always be purs ing your Dreams .  I  want  you to  Focus .  I  want  you to  Take ac t i on &

Star t  before  you are  even ready.  In fac t ,  Star t  Now!  Let ' s  MakeSheHappen !



WHAT WILL YOU LEARN
FROM THIS GUIDE?
If you are someone who is not

satisfied with the status quo,

who can see a gap in a market, a

product that should be invented,

an idea that should be brought

to life, but not sure where

exactly to start as a new

entrepreneur, this guide is a

crash course that will help you

learn some of the best and

most-widely used startup

techniques to quickly launch &

test any business idea out in

the marketplace. You will learn

about the very first steps you can

take to allow you to build a

prototype and test with real

customers in only 90 days. Why

90? About 13 weeks should be

enough to either prove that your

concept is viable and can be

monetized, or to make you

realize that it is not something

worth investing more time, money

and resources into. Either way,

you win: a viable business with

growth potential or the

conclusion to pivot or move on

to the next big thing.

ABOUT ORSI
Founder @ MakeSheHappen // JoinMyWedding.com 

If there is one thing you probably should know about me, if don't

already, is my passion to increase gender and cultural diversity in

business.  Between 2011 and 2016, I founded and grew the Women as

Entrepreneurs community in Australia to be a leading networking

organisation of 15,000+ female entrepreneurs across the country. I

have interviewed dozens of high profile, successful entrepreneurs, had

the privilege to be mentored by several of them and spent tens of

thousands of dollars on entrepreneurial education.  The past 10 years, I

founded several startup ventures, including JoinMyWedding.com that

made headlines on BBC, CNN, CNBC, Forbes and over 100 other

publications (www.joinmywedding.com/press). In the meantime, I have

also been helping aspiring founders to create companies of their own.      

MakeSheHappen.com is a global community and educational

platform and the vehicle to amplify the work I am most passionate

about: helping women succeed in business on a global scale. In the

paid programs offered by MakeSheHappen, we go over many of the

techniques explained here in more detail and much much more. In my

courses, I have streamlined & packaged everything I have learnt along

the way, and created an easy-to-follow system that works to start,

test and grow any business. This free guide you are reading now is

my gift to you. I am sharing some start-up basics to give you a

head start and get you going. I hope the insights, tools and

templates in this guide will propel you as a first-time founder. 

You become what you believe. You are

where you are today in your life based on

everything you have believed. - Oprah

Winfrey
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In the startup space, people
often say it is important to fail
quickly. This has been definitely
something I have had to learn
to embrace. In Australia, also a
new expression emerged:
"flearn"*. So what did you flearn
today? Meaning, what didn't
work today and what will you
do about it? What can you learn
from it? In today's business,
often it is not the big who eats
the small, but the fast who eats
the slow. It is better to get out
an imperfect product quickly
than wait for it to be perfect
(whatever it means) but miss the
opportunity by being too slow.

I believe the saying to be true: "If we fail to plan, we plan to
fail". I always have a strategy in place and set goals for myself
early on. This way, I always know that I am progressing. I
recommend you to develop the entrepreneurial mindset of
always be testing. Testing ideas, testing business models,
testing products with real people without being afraid of
failing or not getting validated.

The Entrepreneur 
Mindset

FAIL QUICKLY

FAILURE IS NOT THE
OPPOSITE OF SUCCESS,
FAILURE IS PART OF
SUCCESS. - ARIANNA
HUFFINGTON

 - 

*FLEURN = FAIL + LEARN
 - 



It is hard to keep working
on a project you don't love.
Passion is one of the most
important traits of
entrepreneurs. Take time
to think about your Why*
and choose a project that
you love and is aligned
with your values. Think of
your startup as your baby
and your co-founder(s) as
your spouse. You are in it
for the long-run.

Set SMART Goals
Whenever you set goals for yourself or for your business,
make sure they satisfy the SMART goal requirements:

ALIGN YOUR LIFE 
& BUSINESS GOALS

SETTING GOALS IS
THE FIRST STEP IN
TURNING THE
INVISIBLE INTO
VISIBLE. 
- TONY ROBBINS 

Specific Measurable Achievable Relevant Time-bound

I believe in setting ambitions, yet attainable goals to be
challenged enough but also able to achieve them. I
particularly love the ones just outside of my comfort zone.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4ZoJKF_VuA
*Simon Sinek: Start With Why



People pay money for solutions. If you think about it,
every profession is a solution to a problem: a doctor is
solving a health problem, a lawyer is solving a legal
problem. A teacher is solving a knowledge gap problem.  
Entrepreneurs want to solve big problems, and
investors especially love creative solutions to big
problems that affect a lot of people. 
Take your time to form your answers in your 
90-day Business Plan template on page 21.

Identify the Problem 
& your Solution

When you are creating a
product, essentially a
solution, you are telling a
story, and your business
pitch. Think about why
that problem is big and
urgent, why right now is a
good time to solve it and
why you are the best for
the job. Share your idea
with friends and potential
customers and pick their
brains. They will help you
form your perfect pitch.

TELL YOUR STORY

OPPORTUNITIES DON'T
HAPPEN. YOU CREATE
THEM. - CHRIS GROSSER

 



Identify your Target
Market

One of the most important steps of starting a business is
to know exactly who your clients are. You need to be very
specific here. In the more comprehensive courses at
MakeSheHappen, we dedicate a lot of time to nail the
target market analysis, but for now, think about the
following: create your Ideal Customer avatar. Age group,
geographical location, gender if relevant, what they work,
how much their income is, even what apps you think they
have on their mobile phones. Everything you can think of.  
Add to the 90-day Business Plan template on page 21.

Here, you think about what
aspirations your Ideal
Customers have, what
challenges they face. Why
would they buy your
product/service and how
much they are willing to pay.
What information channels
they use. Talk to at least 5-10
people who are in your Ideal
Customer group.

YOUR MOST UNHAPPY
CUSTOMERS ARE YOUR
GREATEST SOURCE OF
LEARNING. - BILL GATES

 

WHAT IS THEIR
STORY?



Lean Startup
Principles

Resource: The Lean Startup by Eric Ries 
"Startup success can be engineered by following the
process, which means it can be learned, which means it
can be taught.” - Eric Ries

SUCCESS DOESN'T COME FROM
WHAT YOU DO OCCASIONALLY.
SUCCESS COMES FROM WHAT YOU
DO CONSISTENTLY. - MARIE FORLEO

 

To test out an idea and see
if it flies really should not
cost a lot of money. In fact,
I tested most of my ideas
for under $500. Sometimes
a simple Facebook page is
enough.

THE MINIMALIST
STARTUPPER 

Useful Resources
canva.com
fiverr.com
upwork.com
wix.com
shopify.com
kickstarter.com
leadpages.net

To me, the lean startup is about 
being strategic, resourceful and
efficient. Pre-selling products
before we make them for example. 

IDEAS

DATA CODE

LEARN BUILD

MEASURE



The Lean Canvas gives you
a pretty full picture about
the business you want to
build. I like it because it
provides me with a lot of
clarity. If I have a new idea,
I usually start with the
canvas. If you need help
with completing the canvas
or just want to check out
our more comprehensive
courses, visit:
MakeSheHappen.com 

The Value Proposition
Canvas / Lean Canvas

Lean canvas is a one-page business plan template
created by Ash Maurya. It’s designed to create a
snapshot of your business idea, distill the essence
of your product or service, and break it down into
key parts. Check out the sections with explanations
on the next page and then try filling out the blank
lean canvas for your own business on page 23. 
(source: canva.com)

THE FULL PICTURE

I FIND THAT THE HARDER
I WORK, THE MORE LUCK
I SEEM TO HAVE. -
THOMAS JEFFERSON
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Testing, MVP &
Prototyping

The Minimum Viable Product is the first working version of a product,
with just enough features to satisfy potential clients and collect &
analyze their feedback for future versions, created with minimum
effort and resources required. The MVP concept was created by Frank
Robinson, but received popularity through Eric Ries & Steve Blank. 
This is one of the most crucial and most time-consuming part of the
90-day process. To nail your MVP, you really need to nail your
problem and solution statements first. What would be the single
function of your product, that would validate your business plan?
What will you build first, that will get purchased and used by your
Ideal Customer? What platform would be the best one to build it with? 
Check out the resources listed on page 10. 

Landing pages / demo video /
crowd-funding / pre-selling /
software prototypes / an app   

Check out the video stories of
successful entrepreneurs to
get inspired.

MVP EXAMPLES

IF YOU ARE NOT EMBARRASSED BY THE
FIRST VERSION OF YOUR PRODUCT, YOU'VE
LANUCHED TOO LATE. - REID HOFFMAN 

 

youtube.com/MakeSheHappen



The Customer Journey
The customer journey is the complete sum of experiences
that customers go through when they interact with your
company and brand. Your sales funnel, your marketing
and sales activities, will be part of the customer journey.
You can find several resources online to help you map a
customer journey. Moreover, through the
MakeSheHappen.com courses, I can help you better to
create the customer journey based on your specific
products/services and customers. 

Start paying attention to
how some of your favorite
brands interact with you.
Also check what some of
your potential competitors
do. Sign up for their email
list or purchase a product,
and map the customer
journey. Learn from these
when creating yours.

IF YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO
RISK THE USUAL, YOU WILL
HAVE TO SETTLE FOR THE
ORDINARY. - JIM ROHN

 

TAKE YOUR
CUSTOMERS ON A
JOURNEY



The Business
Modelling

A business is only a business if it can sustain itself by
generating more than what it costs to run. Some
startups initially do not consider making money as a
primary objective, especially if their business model is
created around gaining a large number of users. But
these are some exceptions, and as a general rule, you
need to think about revenue from the moment you start. 

Examples of additional 
income streams:
- VIP membership
- related product sales
- complimentary products
- added services
- warranty 
- insurance
- referral, affiliate marketing
- advertisement 
- online course 
- sponsorship
- upselling 

CREATE MULTIPLE
INCOME STREAMS 

WHETHER YOU THINK
YOU CAN OR YOU THINK
YOU CAN'T, YOU'RE
RIGHT. - HENRY FORD

 



Nobody can do it alone, and nobody ever did. Strategic
partnerships are one of the smartest ways to grow your
business efficiently. Make a list of potential partners and
create a proposal outlining why it would be beneficial for 
them (& for their customers) to collaborate with you.
Positioning: Earned Media is when you are featured in a
publication not because you paid for it, but because your 
story is interesting enough for others to share. Send out 
your press release once you are ready for exposure. 

Always approach potential
partners from a place of a
win for them, for you & for
the customers/environment
who also benefit from it. 
Do your research and due
diligence before
approaching other
businesses and make sure
your proposal is relevant to
them and brings them
closer to achieving their  
                        objectives. 

WIN-WIN-WIN

Positioning &
Partnerships 

ONE CAN GET ANYTHING IF
(S)HE IS WILLING TO HELP
ENOUGH OTHERS TO GET 
WHAT THEY WANT. - ZIG ZIGLAR
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Resource: www.makeshehappen.com/post/top-5-tips-to-manage-your-media-contacts



*DISCLAIMER

MakeSheHappen.com

Every country has their own legal
frameworks around business

registration, tax and accounting, and
therefore in this guide you will not

find specific advice on this.
However, it is an important part of

starting a business and we
recommend you to check all the

legal requirements in your country.
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W I T H

WHY

Think about & write down your purpose &

reasons to start this project , and what you

aim to get out of it long-term. 

GOA L S Set & write down your goals , what you are

trying to achieve during these 90 days.

Make sure they are SMART goals.

PROB L EM

&

SO LU T I ON

Define & write down the problem you are

solving for people , and the solution in as

much detail as you can. 

I D E A L

CU S TOMER

Create a very detailed customer profile

including specifics of your target group(s). 

L E AN

S TAR TU P

Set your budget & time commitment for

your project . Decide how lean you can go

in order to achieve the goals you have set .

L E AN

CANVAS

Fill out your Lean Canvas on page 23. Talk

to your potential customers about your

solution if you get stuck. 

T E S T I N G Decide on how exactly you will be testing

out your idea , what will be your minimum

viable product you will build.



MY  9 0 - DA Y  AC T I ON  P L AN

CU S TOMER

JOURNE Y

Map out the customer journey around how

your customers will find you & interact

with your product.

BU S I N E S S

MODE L

How will you make money? How will your

business be sustainable? Think of leverage

& more than 1 way of revenue source.    

MVP  &

T E S T I N G

Time to create your MVP! Search and use

free or cheap options & tools. Check out

recommendations on page 13. 

Source & contact potential partners to

create win-wins with and leverage to get

your message out . 

PR  

&  

MED I A

Create a press release & media list with

contacts where you want your business to

be featured in. Aim for 20-50 outlets.  

F E EDBACK

&

EVA LUA T E

Constantly talk to your customers , grab

every opportunity to get their feedback

and iterate based on what they tell you.  

Congratulations! You took your idea to market and been testing it! By the

end of the first 90 days , you now have a pretty solid understanding about

the problem you are solving , how you are solving it , who pays for you for

this solution and how much they are willing to pay. You understand how

you will make money & already testing your product/s with real customers. 

If you are keen to learn more , visit MakeSheHappen.com  
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+ BONUS GIFT

FREE TEMPLATES  
90 DAYS TO

LAUNCH ANY
BUSINESS

Learn more at MakeSheHappen.com



my 90-day business plan

BUSINESS NAME

WEBPAGE

DATES

MY 100-WORD PITCH

FOUNDER 'S NAME

CO-FOUNDERS

INDUSTRY

Write down what problem you are solving & to whom exactly

explain your solution to the problem above & how you will make money



my 90-day goals

BUSINESS NAME

TAGLINE

DATES

MY BUDGET

MY TIME 

COMMITMENT

my top 5 smart goals for the second 30-days

my top 5 smart goals for the last 30-days

my top 5 smart goals for the first 30-days
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MY

BU S I N E S S

MODE L

MY  MVP  

&  

T E S T I N G

MY

PAR TNER S

PR  

&  

MED I A

F E EDBACK

&

EVA LUA T I ON

MY  NEX T

MOVE



MY  DAILY  PLANNER

TODAY 'S  DATE :

M Y  G O A L S  T O  A C H I E V E : T O  D O  L I S T :

N O T E S / R E M I N D E R S :



WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM

YOU. SEND US A MESSAGE AND

LET US KNOW WHAT YOU ARE

WORKING ON 

Contact@MakeSheHappen.com

@Make_She_Happen #MakeSheHappen @MakeSheHappen 
facebook.com/MakeSheHappen                youtube.com/MakeSheHappen


